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CONSENT CALENDAR
October 10, 2023

To: Honorable Mayor and Members of the City Council

From: Dee Williams-Ridley, City Manager

Submitted by: Jordan Klein, Director, Planning and Development

Subject: Contract: EdgeSoft for Data Automation Services and Support for Toxics 
Management Division

RECOMMENDATION
Adopt a Resolution authorizing the City Manager to execute a contract and any
amendments which align with the City of Fremont’s existing contract and any
amendments with EdgeSoft Inc., to provide data automation services and support for 
the Toxics Management Division from December 1, 2023 until November 31, 2028 in an 
amount not to exceed $128,375.

FISCAL IMPACTS OF RECOMMENDATION
This contract will start in FY2024. Costs for the first year will be $49,499, and will cover 
the initial software implementation, training, and data migration project. $31,073 was 
added to the FY2024 CUPA Fund budget for this project, and the $18,376 balance will 
be appropriated in AAO2. Costs for the annual subscription fee in the subsequent four 
years will total $78,876. Funding for these subscription fees is included in the 
Department’s baseline budget, as the current annual subscription fees for 
EnvisionConnect, the aging, unsupported software currently used by the Toxics 
Management Division, will instead be used for the EdgeSoft annual subscription.

CURRENT SITUATION AND ITS EFFECTS
Berkeley’s Toxics Management Division (TMD) implements various state and local 
programs that require regular tracking and reporting to the California Environmental 
Protection Agency, State and Regional Water Boards, and the Berkeley Fire 
Department. TMD also generates and tracks invoices, citations, and other 
documentation for these programs. TMD currently relies upon several unrelated pieces 
of software and a host of ad hoc databases and spreadsheets to manage its day-to-day 
activities. As these dissociated solutions have aged, TMD has increasingly experienced 
difficulty presenting a comprehensive view of all the information, and the disparate data 
stores are becoming more difficult to synchronize and maintain. A more comprehensive 
system to manage business processes is needed to be able to work more efficiently, 
and to responsibly manage the potential risks being tracked. The proposed contract 
would integrate TMD’s disparate data stores into one consolidated database.
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The EdgeSoft, Inc. software, as provided under the City of Fremont’s contract, offers a 
range of features that are directly relevant to the Toxic Management Division’s CUPA 
requirements. By piggybacking on the Fremont contract, the City will avoid the time-
consuming process of conducting a new procurement cycle. Additionally, the economies 
of scale achieved through the joint procurement approach will result in reduced costs, 
as the initial terms negotiated by the City of Fremont can be extended to the City of 
Berkeley. This approach is compliant with the City’s adopted policies and regulations for 
purchasing.

BACKGROUND
In 2015, Accela, Inc. announced that Envision Connect, the software tool currently used 
by TMD, would no longer be updated and would remain an unsupported “legacy” 
software product. Subsequently, TMD staff began exploring possible replacements for 
this essential software tool. 

The City of Fremont originally contracted with EdgeSoft in 2014. Fremont’s thorough 
evaluation and selection process at that time and in the succeeding years has 
demonstrated the quality and reliability of the EdgeSoft solution. Both the City of 
Fremont and the City of Berkeley’s Information Technology team have conducted due 
diligence on the software’s performance, security and support. 

Berkeley staff evaluated several software companies that provide data management 
and can integrate with the California Environmental Reporting System. Product 
demonstrations were provided by Environmental Health by Accela, Digital Health by 
Tyler, Healthspace and EdgeSoft. After receiving input from staff and consulting with 
neighboring Certified Unified Program Agencies (CUPAs) that have experience with 
these software providers, staff concluded that EdgeSoft aligns most closely with TMD’s 
specific requirements and objectives.    

ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY AND CLIMATE IMPACTS
There are no identifiable environmental effects, climate impacts, or sustainability 
opportunities associated with the subject of this report.

RATIONALE FOR RECOMMENDATION
TMD is responsible for the inspection and enforcement of a variety of codes, and while 
TMD staff take an “educate first” approach in most situations, in some cases the 
issuance of citations is required to gain compliance. The product currently used for 
these functions, Envision Connect, is unsupported and can result in delays in issuing 
citations and gaining compliance, ultimately impacting the safety and well-being of the 
community. The transition to the supported digital system offered by EdgeSoft, under 
the auspices of its existing contract with the City of Fremont, will improve the 
effectiveness of the inspection and enforcement process. By reducing the administrative 
burden of working with outdated and unsupported software, staff can focus on 
education and outreach, promoting compliance through understanding.
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ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS CONSIDERED
The Toxics Management Division could continue to use the unsupported Envision 
Connect software.

CONTACT PERSON
Lam Inthavong, Hazardous Materials Manager, Department of Planning and 
Development, 510-981-7466

Attachments: 
1: Resolution
2: City of Fremont Contract with EdgeSoft
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RESOLUTION NO. ##,###-N.S.

PIGGYBACK CONTRACT: EDGESOFT, INC. FOR CUPA WEB-BASED DATA 
MANAGEMENT AND REPORTING SYSTEM

WHEREAS, the Planning Department’s Toxics Management Division currently relies on 
an unsupported software product for its mandatory reporting and other requirements, 
resulting in delays in issuing citations and gaining compliance, ultimately impacting the 
safety and well-being of the community; and

WHEREAS, the inspection staff using the current unsupported software product in the 
field report a range of issues such as disruption of inspectors' workflow, loss of data, 
connectivity issues, and diminished overall efficiency; and

WHEREAS, while citations are a last-resort of an enforcement process, they are 
sometimes necessary as a tool to gain compliance with applicable codes and help ensure 
the safety of residents; and

WHEREAS, the City of Fremont, a city in Northern California of a similar size to Berkeley, 
conducted a competitive Request for Proposal (RFP) process that solicited bids for a 
vendor to provide “CUPA Web-Based Management and Reporting System,” and selected 
EdgeSoft, Inc. as the most responsive vendor, and entered a base contract with 
EdgeSoft, Inc. which is still in use today; and 

WHEREAS, the Planning Department is requesting to piggyback on the City of Fremont 
Contract for the same services.

NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Council of the City of Berkeley that that 
the City Manager is authorized to execute a contract and any amendments which align 
with the City of Fremont’s existing contract and any amendments with EdgeSoft Inc., to 
provide data automation services and support for the Toxics Management from 
December 1, 2023 until November 31, 2028 in an amount not to exceed $128,375.
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ATTACHMENT 2
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